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0. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let M be a nonzero maximal ideal of an integral domain T , k the
residue field TrM, w : T ª k the natural homomorphism, and D a proper
subring of k. In this paper, we are interested in deepening the study of the
 .fractional ideals and of the class group of the integral domain R arising
from the following pullback of canonical homomorphisms:
y1 6R [ w D D .
6 6
I .
w 6
T k s TrM
More precisely, we compare the Picard group, the class group, and the
local class group of R with those of the integral domains D and T. We
w x  .recall that as in Bo2 the class group of an integral domain A, C A , is
 .the group of t-invertible fractional t-ideals of A modulo the principal
 . w xideals. The class group contains the Picard group, Pic A , and, as in Bo1 ,
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 .  .  . we denote by G A s C A rPic A the local class group of A more
.details are given in Section 2 . The interest in these groups is due to the
 .  .fact that the group-theoretic properties of C A and G A often give
useful information about the divisibility properties of the integral domain
A. For instance, it is well known that when A is a Krull domain respec-
.  . tively, a Prufer domain C A is the usual divisor class group respectively,È
.ideal class group of A. Furthermore, if A is a Krull domain, then
 .   . . C A s 0 respectively, G A s 0 if and only if A is factorial respec-
.  .tively, locally factorial ; if A is a Prufer domain, then G A s 0, sinceÈ
 .  .  . w xPic A s C A , and C A s 0 if and only if A is Bezout Bo1, Bo2 . AÂ
 .  . w xgeneral reference to C R and G R is A3 .
 .When considering a diagram of type I , if T is an integral domain of
the form T s k q M, then R s D q M. This construction has been exten-
sively studied by several authors for its use in constructing examples with
 w x.prescribed properties cf. G , G, BG, BR, CMZ ; in particular, the class0
w xgroup of a D q M has been investigated in AR .
Section 1 contains the basic technical facts about the relations among
several distinguished classes of fractional ideals of R, D, and T. The main
 .  .part of Section 2 is devoted to the computation of Pic R , C R , and
 .G R . In particular, we give several equivalent conditions for the existence
 .  .  .of a well defined canonical map from C D to C R Theorem 2.3 . The
 .fact that, for a general diagram of type I , it is not possible to define a
 .  .map from C D to C R makes a substantial difference for the case
R s D q M. As a matter of fact, in this last case R is a faithfully flat
D-module and thus there exists a canonical group homomorphism from
 .  ..C D to C D q M . One of the main results of this section is Theorem
2.5, in which we prove that, under a mild hypothesis on the group of units
of T which turns out to be equivalent to the existence of a canonical
 .  .homomorphism from C D to C R , if k is the quotient field of D, then
there exists a diagram of natural group homomorphisms
0 0 0
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 Pic D Pic R Pic T 0 .  .  .
6 6 66 6 6
0 C D C R C T .  .  .
6 6 66 6 6
0 G D G R G T .  .  .
6 6 6
0 0 0
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which has exact columns and rows and in which the first row splits. We
w xobtain again in particular AR, Theorem 3.3 .
 .In Section 3, we deepen the study of the group homomorphism C R ª
 .C T , which is known to be not surjective in general, even in the case
w xwhen R s D q M and R is quasi-local AR, Example 3.4 . In particular,
 .  .we give several sufficient conditions for the surjectivity of C R ª C T
 .Propositions 3.1 and 3.7 . Furthermore, we apply the results of this section
and of the subsequent Section 4 to give a negative answer to a question
w xposed by Anderson and Ryckaert AR, Question 3.10 . As a matter of fact,
 .  .Example 4.3 shows that it is possible for the map C R ª C T to be
 .  .surjective with Pic T / C T . The remainder of Section 4 is devoted to
 .the transfer in pullback diagrams of type I of the PVMD property and
 .of related properties e.g., Bezout, GCD .Â
We thank Evan Houston for several stimulating conversations on some
topics treated in this paper and the referee for his careful reading.
Notation. In this paper, we will denote by ``: '' the set theoretical
inclusion and by ``; '' the proper inclusion.
 .We recall that, in a pullback of the previous type I the ideal M is the
 .conductor of R ¨ T , that is, M s R : T . Therefore, for each Q g
 . X  .Spec R such that Q W M, there exists a unique Q g Spec T such that
X X  .XQ l R s Q; moreover, R s T . In particular, for each N g Max T ,Q Q
N X / M, we have R X s T X . Furthermore, if we assume that k is theN l R N
quotient field of D, then it is easy to see that R s T for the generalM M
w x.properties concerning the pullback constructions cf. F .
 .  X XLEMMA 0.1. Gi¨ en a pullback diagram of type I , the set N l R : N
 . X 4   . 4g Max T , N / M coincides with the set N g Max R : N W M .
 .Proof. This is an easy consequence of the fact that Spec R is homeo-
 .  . wmorphic to the topological amalgamated sum Spec T @ Spec D F,Speck .
xTheorem 1.4 .
For each prime ideal P of an integral domain A, we denote by F theP
 4localizing system I : I ideal of A, I ­ P . It is well known that the ring of
 . 4fractions A [ D A : I : I g F of A with respect to the localizingF PP
system F coincides with A for the general properties concerningP P
w x.localizing systems cf. B, Chap. 2, Sect. 2, Ex. 17]25; S .
In the following we will consider with particular interest the pullback
 .diagrams of type I in which k coincides with the field of fractions of D.
When this situation occurs, we will say briefly that we are considering a
 U .pullback diagram of type I .
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 U .LEMMA 0.2. Gi¨ en a pullback diagram of type I , then T s R , whereF
 X  .4XF [ F F : N g Max T .N l R
Proof. We note that
T s F T X : N X g Max T s F R X : N X g Max T 4  4 .  .N N l R
Xs F R : N g Max T s R . . 4XF Fl RN
 U .LEMMA 0.3. Gi¨ en a pullback of type I , then T is R-flat.
w xProof. The statement follows from Fo, Lemma 6.5 , since we have
X  . Xalready noted that, in the present situation, for each N g Max T , T sN
 w x.XR cf. also R . It can also be viewed as a corollary of Lemma 0.2 andN l R
of the fact that T is R-flat if and only if T s R for some localizingF
wsystem F of R with the property that when I g F then IT s T FP,
 .x  XXRemarque 1.2 a . As a matter of fact, when I g F [ F F : N gN l R
X X .4  .Max T , then I ­ N l R for each N g Max T , and thus IT s T.
 U .  X XLEMMA 0.4. Gi¨ en a pullback of type I , let S [ R _ D N l R : N
 .4g Max T . Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 . y1i T s S R;
 .  .ii if Q g Spec R and Q > M, then Q l S / B.
 .  .  .Proof. i « ii . Let Q g Spec R . If Q > M, then QT s T since M is
maximal in T , whence Q l S / B.
 .  .ii « i . By Lemma 0.2, it is sufficient to show that if Q is a prime
 X X  .4 Xideal of R and Q : D N l R : N g Max T , then Q : N l R for
X  . w  .xsome N g Max T G, 4.7 . Since Q l S s B, then Q r M; hence, by
X X  .Lemma 0.1, Q : N l T for some N g Max T .
 XCOROLLARY 0.5. With the notation of Lemma 0.4, if M ­ D N l R :
X  . X 4  . y1N g Max T , N / M e. g., if T is quasi-semilocal , then T s S R.
Proof. If T / Sy1R, then by Lemma 0.4 there exists a prime ideal Q of
 X X  . X 4R such that M ; Q : D N l R : N g Max T , N / M and this fact
leads to a contradiction.
Let A be an integral domain and H a fractional ideal of A. As usual we
  ..denote by H the fractional ideal A : A : H of A and we say that H is¨
a di¨ isorial ideal of A if H s H . A divisorial ideal H of A is called¨
¨-finite if there exists a finitely generated fractional ideal K of A such that
 X.H s K and it is called ¨-in¨ertible if HH s A for some divisorial ideal¨ ¨
X X  .H of A; in this case H s A : H . It is well known that a divisorial ideal
 . w xI of A is ¨-invertible if and only if I : I s A G, Proposition 34.2 . Given
a fractional ideal H of A, we denote by H the fractional ideal D J : J ist ¨
4a finitely generated fractional ideal of A, J : H and we say that H is a
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t-ideal if H s H . It is clear that H is a t-ideal if and only if J : H fort ¨
each finitely generated fractional ideal J of A such that J : H and that
H : H : H ; therefore every divisorial ideal is a t-ideal. Moreover, ift ¨
H s J for some finitely generated fractional ideal J : H e.g. if H is¨ ¨
.finitely generated then H s H . A t-ideal H is called t-in¨ertible ift ¨
 X. X X  . wHH s A for some t-ideal H of A; in this case also H s A : H J,t
xChap. 1, Sect. 4 .
It is well known that a t-invertible t-ideal is always divisorial and
w x¨-invertible J, loc. cit. . Therefore, when H is a t-invertible t-ideal, then
  ..   ..H A : H s H A : H s A. Conversely, a divisorial ¨-invertible idealt ¨
 . wH of A is t-invertible if and only if H and A : H are ¨-finite J, Sect. 4.1,
xCorollaire 1 and Sect. 4.4, Theoreme 8 .Â Á
The properties contained in the following two propositions are folklore;
we recall them for convenience of the reader.
PROPOSITION 0.6. Let B be a flat o¨erring of an integral domain A and H
be a finitely generated fractional ideal of A, then:
 .  .  .a A : H B s B : HB ;
 .  .  .b HB s H B .¨ ¨ ¨
 .Furthermore, assume that A : H is ¨-finite. Then:
 .  .c HB s H B.¨ ¨
 . w xProof. a See B, Chap. 2, Sect. 2, N. 11, p. 41 .
 .   ..   . .   .b HB : H B s A : A : H B : B : A : H B s B : B : HB¨
 .  .  .s HB , thus, HB s H B .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .c Let A : H s K , with K finitely generated. Then¨
H B s A : A : H B s A : K B s A : K B s B : KB .  .  .  . .¨ ¨
s B : KB s B : K B s B : K B s B : A : H B .  .  .  . . .  .¨ ¨ ¨¨
s B : B : HB s HB . .  . . ¨
PROPOSITION 0.7. Let B be a flat o¨erring of an integral domain A.
 .  .a If L is an integral t-ideal of B, then L l A is an integral t-ideal
of A.
 .  .b If H is a t-in¨ertible t-ideal respecti¨ ely, an in¨ertible ideal of A,
 .then HB is a t-in¨ertible t-ideal respecti¨ ely, an in¨ertible ideal of B.
 .Proof. a Let J be a finitely generated ideal of A such that J : L l
 .A. Then JB is a finitely generated ideal of B and JB : L l A B : L.
 .  .Since L is a t-ideal, JB : L and thus J B : JB : L. Therefore,¨ ¨ ¨
J : J B l A : L l A.¨ ¨
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 .  .b If H is a t-invertible t-ideal of A, then H and A : H are
  ..   ..¨-finite divisorial ideals of A; thus H A : H s H A : H s A. Fur-¨ t
thermore, by Proposition 0.6, HB is a divisorial ideal of B hence a t-ideal
.of B and also
B s H A : H B s H A : H B s HB B : HB . .  .  . .  .  . .¨ ¨¨
Hence the conclusion follows from the fact recalled above that a ¨-invert-
 .ible divisorial ideal L of B is t-invertible if and only if L and B : L are
¨-finite.
If H is an invertible ideal of A, then mutatis mutandis we conclude that
HB is an invertible ideal of B.
 .We note that the ``invertible part'' of Proposition 0.7 b does not need
the flatness hypothesis.
1. SOME PROPERTIES OF IDEALS
IN PULLBACK CONSTRUCTIONS
 U .Given a pullback diagram of type I , ring-theoretic properties of R
are often determined by those of D and T. When k is a retract of T , i.e.,
when T s k q M, the integral domain R is of the form D q M. The
ideal-theoretic properties of this ring have been extensively studied by
w x  w x.Gilmer G cf. also BG . More general constructions have been studied0
w xsystematically in BR, CMZ, F and C .
This section is devoted to deepening the study of the relations among
some distinguished classes of fractional ideals of R, D, and T mainly,
.divisorial, t-invertible, ¨-invertible, and invertible ideals . In particular, we
investigate the behaviour of the principal ideal-theoretic operations under
 U .the canonical homomorphisms of the diagram I . Some of the state-
ments of this section improve previous works by Anderson and Ryckaert
w x w xAR, Proposition 2.4 and Nour El Abidine NeA2, Lemma 2.10 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. Consider a pullback diagram of type I , and let H be
a fractional ideal of R. Then HT s T if and only if M ; H : T.
In order to prove the preceding statement, we need some preliminary
results. Let T , M, k, and D be as usual and suppose that k is the quotient
 .  .field of D. We denote by R M the CPI complete pre-image extension of
w x  .R with respect to M BS, Definition 2.1 ; i.e., R M is defined by the
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following pullback diagram:
y1 6R M [ c D RrM , D .  .
6 6
UI .M
c 6
R s T k s R rMRM M M M
 .where c is the canonical projection .
 .LEMMA 1.2. If H is a nonzero ideal of R M , then HR s R if andM M
only if H > MR .M
Proof. The statement is an easy consequence of the fact that every
 .  . w xideal of R M is comparable with MR s MR M BS, Proposition 2.3 .M
 U .LEMMA 1.3. Gi¨ en a pullback diagram of type I , let H be a fractional
 .ideal of R. Then H s HR M l HT.
Proof. First suppose that H : R. We have
H s F HR : N g Max R 4 .N
s F HR : N g Max R , N W M 4 . .N
F F HR : N g Max R , N > M 1.3.1 4 .  . .N
By Lemmas 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, we know that:
F HR : N g Max R , N W M 4 .N
s F HT X : N X g Max T , N X / M ; 4 .N
R s T s R M ; .  .M R MM M
N g Max R : N > M s N l R : N g Max R M ; 4 .  . . 4
R s R M , for each N g Max R M . .  . .NN l R
 .Then 1.3.1 implies that:
H s F HT X : N X g Max T , N X / M l HR M 4 .  . .N
s F HT X : N X g Max T , N X / M l HR l HR M 4 .  . .N M
s HT l HR M . .
Ä  4If H is a fractional ideal of R, then H [ dH : R for some d g R _ 0 ;
Ä Ä Ä  . hence, by the above argument, dH s H s HT l HR M s d HT l
 ..  .HR M . Thus H s HT l HR M .
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Proof of Proposition 1.1. Since M is a maximal ideal of T , it is obvious
that if M ; H : T , then HT s T. Conversely, suppose that HT s T.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that k is the quotient field of D.
 X X y1 X.As a matter of fact, if k is the quotient field of D and T [ w k ,
X X.then it is easy to see that HT s T if and only if HT s T . Then H : T
 .and HR s HT s T s R . Therefore, by Lemma 1.2, HR M > MR .M M M M M
 .  .By Lemma 1.3, H s HT l HR M , whence H s T l HR M . In conclu-
 .sion, we have H s T l HR M > T l MR s M.M
 .COROLLARY 1.4. Consider a pullback diagram of type I and let H be
an ideal of R. Then H is incomparable with M if and only if H ­ M and H is
contained in at least one maximal ideal of R not containing M.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 1.1 and
Lemma 0.1.
 .LEMMA 1.5. Consider a pullback diagram of type I and let H and K be
two nonzero fractional ideals of R, then:
 .  .a If H properly contains M and K ; T , then K : H : T.
 .  .b M ; H m R: H ; T ; and, in this situation, H s¨ ¨
  ..R : R : H .T
 .  .c H ; T m M ; R : H .¨
 .  .  .d H ­ M m M ; H q M ; and, in this situation, R : H s¨ T
  ..   ..R : H q M s R : H q M .T
 .Proof. a Suppose that xH : K. Set x [ arb with a, b g R and
b / 0, so that aH : bK. Since HT s T , we have aT s aHT : bKT : bT ,
thus arb g T.
 .  .  .b We note that R : H s T implies that H s R : T s M.¨
 .  .  .Therefore, if M ; H then, by a , R : H : T , whence R : H ; T.¨
 .  .Conversely, suppose that T > R : H , then M s R : T : H and M /¨
  .  . .H otherwise, R : H s R : M = T .¨
 .  .  .  .c Let K [ R : H . Then K s K , and, by b , M ; K s R : H¨ ¨
 .if and only if H s R : K ; T.¨
 .  .d It is straightforward that H ­ M if and only if M ; H q M .¨
 .   .   ..Moreover, it is clear that R : H s R : H q M : R : H q M . IfT T
 .  .M ; H q M , then the opposite inclusion follows from b .¨
 .PROPOSITION 1.6. Consider a pullback diagram of type I .
 . y1 .a Let I and J be two nonzero fractional ideals of D. Then w I and
y1 . w J are two fractional ideals of R contained in T and properly containing
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.M ; moreo¨er
wy1 I q J s wy1 I q wy1 J and wy1 IJ s wy1 I wy1 J . .  .  .  .  .  .
 .b Let H and K be two fractional ideals of R contained in T. Then
w H q K s w H q w K and w HK s w H w K ; .  .  .  .  .  .
moreo¨er, if M ; H, then
w H l K s w H l w K . .  .  .
Suppose, in addition, that k is the quotient field of D.
 .c If H is a fractional ideal of R with H ; T , then the following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i w H is a nonzero fractional ideal of D;
 .  .ii H q M ; T and H ­ M;¨
 .  .iii M ; R : H and H ­ M.T
 .Proof. a Let d g D be a nonzero element such that dI : D. Since
 . y1 .w : T ª k is surjective and Ker w s M, then M ; w dD and
y1 . y1 . y1 . y1 . y1 .w dD w I : w dI : w D s R. Hence w I is a fractional
y1 . y1 . y1 .ideal of R, and necessarily M ; w I ; T. Since w I , w J , and
y1 . y1 . y1 . y1 .w I q J contain M it is obvious that w I q w J s w I q J .
Since M is a maximal ideal of T , we have:
wy1 I wy1 J T s wy1 I Twy1 J T s T . .  .  .  .
y1 . y1 .  . y1 . y1 .Hence w I w J > M Proposition 1.1 , and thus w I w J s
y1 .w IJ .
 .b The first two equalities hold since w is a ring homomorphism.
 .  .Assume that H > M, and let x g H, y g K with w x s w y . Then
 .  .  .y g x q M : H q M s H, whence w H l w K : w H l K . The op-
posite inclusion holds in general.
 .  .  .  .  .c i « ii Let x g D, x / 0, such that xw H : D. Then, by a ,
y1 . y1  .. y1 . y1  .. y1 . .R s w D = w xw H s w xD w w H s w xD H q M ,
  . .   .. y1 .  .hence R : H q M s R : H q M = w xD > M s R : T , thus¨
 .   ..H q M ; T Lemma 1.5 c .¨
 .  .  .   ..ii « iii . Since M ; H q M ; T , then M ; R : H q M s¨
  ..  .   ..R : H q M s R : H Lemma 1.5 c and d .T T
 .  .  .iii « i . Let t g T _ M be such that tH : R and let w t s arb
 .  .  .with a, b g D, a / 0, and b / 0. Then, D = w tH s w t w H s
 .  .  .  .arb w H . Hence aw H : bD : D, and w H is a fractional ideal of
 .  .D. Since H ­ M, w H / 0 .
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 .  .  .  .We note that, in Proposition 1.6 c , the implications i « ii « iii
hold in general, without supposing that k is the quotient field of D.
 .COROLLARY 1.7. Consider a diagram of type I , with the notation of the
preceding proposition,
 . y1 .a if I is an in¨ertible ideal of D, then w I is an in¨ertible ideal
of R;
 .b if I is a fractional ideal of D, then I is finitely generated if and only if
y1 .w I is finitely generated.
 .Proof. a Let J be a fractional ideal of D such that IJ s D. Then
y1 . y1 . y1 . y1 .R s w D s w IJ s w I w J .
 .b Let I [ x D q ??? qx D with x g k, 1 F i F n. Since x D is1 n i i
 . y1 .an invertible ideal of D, then, by a , w x D is an invertible ideal andi
therefore a finitely generated ideal of R for 1 F i F n. Therefore,
wy1 I s wy1 x D q ??? qx D s wy1 x D q ??? qwy1 x D .  .  .  .1 n 1 n
is a finitely generated fractional ideal of R. The converse is clear since w
y1  ..is surjective and hence I s w w I .
 U .PROPOSITION 1.8. Consider a diagram of type I .
 .a If I and J are two nonzero fractional ideals of D, then
 . y1 ..  y1 . y1 ..a1 w I : J s w I : w J ;
 .  y1 .. y1 .a2 w I s w I ;¨ ¨
 .  y1 .. y1 .a3 w I s w I .t t
 .b Let H be a nonzero fractional ideal of R and suppose that H ­ M
 .and H q M ; T. Then¨
 .  ..   ..b1 w R : H s D : w H ;T
 .   ..   ..  .   ..b2 w H s w H and, when H > M, w H s w H ;¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .   ..   ..  .   ..b3 w H s w H and, when H > M, w H s w H .t t t t t
y1 . y1 .Proof. First of all we note that w I and w J are two fractional
 .   ..ideals of R and w H is a fractional ideal of D Proposition 1.6 a and c .
 .  y1 . y1 .. y1 ..a1 Clearly w I : w J : w I : J . Conversely, if x g
y1 ..  .  .w I : J , then w x J : I; hence by Proposition 1.6 a ,
xwy1 J : wy1 w x J : wy1 I , i.e., x g wy1 I : wy1 J . .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .  . y1  ...  y1  ...b1 By a1 and Lemma 1.5 d , w D : w H s R : w w H
  ..  .  ..   ..s R : H q M s R : H . Hence w R : H s D : w H .T T
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 .  .a2 is an easy consequence of a1 :
wy1 I s wy1 D : D : I s R : wy1 D : I .  .  . .  . .  .¨
s R : R : wy1 I s wy1 I . .  . .  . . ¨
 .  .  y1  ... y1  .. .  .b2 By a2 , H : w w H s w w H , hence w H :¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
  ..   ..   ..w H and we have w H s w H . Moreover, if M ; H then, by¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .   ..  .Lemma 1.5 b , H s R : R : H . By applying b1 , we deduce that¨ T T
w H s w R : R : H s D : w R : H .  .  . .  . .  .¨ T T T
s D : D : w H s w H . .  . .  . . ¨
 .  y1 .. y1 .a3 We begin by showing that w I : w I . Let x gt t
 y1 ..w I _ M. Then there exists a finitely generated fractional ideal H oft
y1 .  .R such that x g H and H : w I . Since w H is a finitely generated¨
 .  .  .   ..fractional ideal of D, by b2 we obtain w x g w H : w H : I ,¨ ¨ t
y1 .whence x g w I .t
y1 .  .Conversely, let x g w I . Then w x g J , for some finitely gener-t ¨
y1 .ated fractional ideal J of D, J : I. Since w J is a finitely generated
  ..  .fractional ideal of R Corollary 1.7 b , by applying a2 to the ideal J we
y1 .  y1 ..  y1 ..obtain x g w J s w J : w I .¨ ¨ t
 .  .  y1  ... y1  .. .b3 By a3 we deduce that H : w w H s w w H .t t t
 .   ..   ..   ..Hence w H : w H , and thus w H s w H .t t t t t
  ..Assume that M ; H. Let x g w H ; hence x g J , for some finitelyt ¨
 . y1 .generated fractional ideal J of D with J : w H . Since w J is a
  ..  .finitely generated fractional ideal of R Corollary 1.7 b , then by a2
applied to J we have
wy1 xD : wy1 J s wy1 J : wy1 w H s H , .  .  .  . . .  .¨ t¨ t
 .thus x g w H .t
COROLLARY 1.9. Let P be one of the following properties for an ideal of a
domain
 .a fractional;
 .b di¨ isorial;
 .c t-ideal;
 .d in¨ertible;
 .e ¨-in¨ertible di¨ isorial;
 .f t-in¨ertible t-ideal.
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 U . y1 .Consider a diagram of type I . The map I ¬ w I establishes a one-to-
one correspondence between the set of all the nonzero ideals I of D with the
property P and the set of all the ideals H of R with the property P such that
M ; H : H ; T.¨
y1 .Proof. For every nonzero fractional ideal I of D, we have M ; w I
 y1 ..  .; T and w w I s I. Therefore, by Proposition 1.6 c , we have
 y1 ..  .w I ; T. Conversely, if M ; H : H ; T , then w H is a nonzero¨ ¨
  .. y1  ..fractional ideal of D Proposition 1.6 c and w w H s H q M s H.
 .  Moreover, M ; H ; T if and only if M ; R : H ; T Lemma 1.5 b and¨
..c . The conclusion now follows from Proposition 1.6 and 1.8.
The following result is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 1.9
and Proposition 1.1.
 U .COROLLARY 1.10. Consider a diagram of type I , and let H be a
fractional ideal of R such that H ; T. Then HT s T if and only if H s¨
y1 .w I for some nonzero fractional ideal I of D.
 U .COROLLARY 1.11. Consider a diagram of type I and suppose that H is
a di¨ isorial ideal of R such that H ­ M and H ; R. If H is a ¨-in¨ertible
 .   ..respecti¨ ely t-in¨ertible, in¨ertible ideal of R, then w H is a ¨-in¨ertible¨
 .respecti¨ ely t-in¨ertible, in¨ertible ideal of D.
 .Proof. We start by noting that w H is a nonzero integral ideal of D
  ..  .  .Proposition 1.6 c . Let r g H _ M be such that r R : H : H R : H : R
 .   . .and r R : H ­ M because r g r R : H and r f M . We prove the
statement in case of ¨-invertibility; mutatis mutandis, the proof is valid for
 .  .   ..the other cases. Set L [ rH R : H : R . Then L s rH R : H s¨ ¨
  ..r H R : H s rR and, by Propositions 1.8 and 1.6, we have¨
w r D s w rR s w L s w L s w L s w rH R : H .  .  .  .  .  . .  . . . ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
s w H w r R : H . .  . . . ¨
y1 .   ..   ..Hence w r w H is ¨-invertible, and so w H is ¨-invertible.¨ ¨
 U .Given a diagram of type I , our next goal is to study the transfer of
the properties of invertibility, t-invertibility, and ¨-invertibility from D and
T to R.
 U .LEMMA 1.12. Consider a diagram of type I . Let H be a finitely
 .generated fractional ideal of R. Suppose that w H is a nonzero fractional
  ..  .  .ideal of D. If D : w H and T : HT are ¨-finite, then R : H is ¨-finite.
 .  . Proof. Since H is finitely generated, T : HT s R : H T Lemma 0.3
 ..  .and Proposition 0.6 a . Let J respectively, K be a finitely generated
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  ..fractional ideal of D respectively, of R contained in R : H such that
  ..   .  .  . .J s D : w H respectively, KT s T : HT s R : H T . By Corol-¨ ¨
 . y1 .  .lary 1.7 b , w J is finitely generated and, by Propositions 1.6 c and 1.8,
y1 . y1 . y1  ...  y1  ...  .w J : w J s w D : w H s R : w w H : R : H . Thus¨
 y1 . .  .w J q K : R : H .¨
 y1 . .  . y1 .We claim that w J q K s R : H . Since w J q K > M, then,¨
 .   y1 . ..by Lemma 1.5 b , we have R : w J q K ; T.
  y1 . ..Let x g R : w J q K . Then
xK : R « xKT : T
« x g T : KT s T : KT s T : R : H T .  .  . . .  .¨
« x R : H : T ; .
xwy1 J : R « w x J : D .  .
« w x g D : J s D : J s w H .  .  .  . . ¨¨
« w x D : w H : D. .  . .
 .Moreover, by Proposition 1.6 b , we have
w x R : H w H s w x R : H H s w x w R : H H : w x D. .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
Hence
w x R : H : w x D : w H s w x D : w H : D , .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
and we have
x R : H : wy1 D s R , i.e., x g H . .  . ¨
  y1 . ..The previous argument shows that R : w J q K : H . Therefore¨
y1 y1  . .  .   . .  .w J q K = R : H and hence w J q K s R : H .¨ ¨
 U .PROPOSITION 1.13. Consider a pullback of type I and let H be a
finitely generated fractional ideal of R with H ; T.
 .   ..  .a If w H and HT are fractional ¨-in¨ertible ideals, then H is¨ ¨ ¨
a fractional ¨-in¨ertible ideal.
 .  .b If w H and HT are fractional in¨ertible ideals, then H is a
fractional in¨ertible ideal.
 .   ..  .c If w H and HT are fractional t-in¨ertible ideals, then H is¨ ¨ ¨
a fractional t-in¨ertible ideal.
 .   ..Proof. a Since w H is a nonzero fractional ideal of D, then¨
 .   ..  .  .H ­ M and H q M ; T Proposition 1.6 c . Since H T s HT¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
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 .Proposition 0.6 , then
H : H T : H T : H T : H T : H T .  .  .  . .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨
s HT : HT s T .  . .¨ ¨
  . .the last equality holds because HT is a ¨-invertible ideal of T .¨
 .Hence H : H : T. Therefore, by Proposition 1.8, we have¨ ¨
w H : H : w H : w H : w H : w H .  .  .  .  . . .  .  . .¨¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
s w H : w H s D , .  . .  . .¨ ¨
   .. .the last equality holds because w H is a ¨-invertible ideal of D .¨
 . y1 .  .Hence R : H : H : w D s R, thus H : H s R and this fact¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
implies that H is a ¨-invertible ideal of R.¨
 .  .  .b Since w H is an invertible ideal of D, by Propositions 1.6 c and
1.8, we deduce that
D s w H D : w H s w H w R : H s w H R : H .  .  .  .  . .  .  .T T
: w H R : H : D . .
  ..and w H R : H s D. On the other hand, since H is finitely generated
 .  .and HT is invertible, then T s HT T : HT s H R : H T. Thus M ;
 .  .  .H R : H Proposition 1.1 , and therefore we can conclude that H R : H
s R.
 .  .c By part a we know that H is ¨-invertible. Since H is finitely¨
generated, in order to conclude that H is a t-invertible t-ideal, it remains¨
 .  .   ..  .to show that R : H s R : H is ¨-finite. Since w H and HT are¨ ¨ ¨
  ..  .t-invertible ideals, then D : w H and T : HT are ¨-finite, and so the
conclusion follows by applying Lemma 1.12.
2. THE CLASS GROUP OF R
 .For an integral domain A, we denote by U A by group of units of A
 .   .  ..and by T A respectively Inv A , Prin A the group of all the t-invertible
 .  .t-ideals respectively invertible ideals, principal ideals of A. Let C A [
 .  .   .  .  .  .T A rPrin A respectively Pic A [ Inv A rPrin A , G A [
 .  .. T A rInv A be the class group respectively the Picard group, the local
w x.class group Bo of A.
The aim of this section is to study the relationships among the Picard
groups, class groups, and local class groups of the domains occurring in a
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 U .pullback diagram of type I . In particular, we prove that the main
w xresults of AR, Section 3 hold in a more general setting.
 U .  .Given a diagram of type I , by Proposition 1.6 a and Corollary 1.9
we may define a group-homomorphism
a : T D ª T R , I ¬ wy1 I , .  .  .
 .which, by restriction respectively, by passing to quotient-groups , deter-
mines a group-homomorphism
a X : Inv D ª Inv R respectively aY : G D ª G R . .  .  .  . .
By Proposition 0.7, we have a group-homomorphism
b : T R ª T T , H ¬ HT , .  .
 .which, by restriction respectively, by passing to quotient-groups , defines a
group-homomorphism
b X : Inv R ª Inv T respectively, b Y : G R ª G T .  .  .  . .
 w x.cf. AR, Proposition 2.2 .
 U .PROPOSITION 2.1. For a diagram of type I , the following sequences of
group-homomorphisms
ba 6 60 ª T D T R T T 2.1.1 .  .  .  .
X b
X
a 6 60 ª Inv D Inv R Inv T 2.1.2 .  .  .  .
Y b
Y
a 6 60 ª G D G R G T 2.1.3 .  .  .  .
are exact.
 .Proof. It is obvious that a is injective. By Proposition 1.1, Im a :
 .  .Ker b . Conversely, assume that H g T R and HT s T , then by Propo-
sition 1.1 M ; H and moreover H s H ; T because T is not a t-invert-¨
. y1 .ible t-ideal of R . By Corollary 1.9, H s w I for some t-invertible
 .  .t-ideal I of D, hence H g Im a . The proof of the exactness of 2.1.2 is
 .  .analogous. The exactness of 2.1.3 follows from the exactness of 2.1.1
 .and 2.1.2 by standard techniques.
We note that the extension to T of every principal fractional ideal of R
 .  .is still principal. Hence the homomorphism b : T R ª T T induces a
 .  . w x w xhomomorphism b : C R ª C T , H ¬ HT , and, by restriction, a
X  .  .  .homomorphism b : Pic R ª Pic T . Our next goal is to relate C R
  ..  .   ..respectively Pic R with C D respectively Pic D .
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 U .LEMMA 2.2. Consider a diagram of type I and let H be a t-in¨ertible
t-ideal of R. Then there exists a nonzero element z in the quotient field of R
and a t-in¨ertible t-ideal H X of R such that H X ­ M, H X : R, and H s zH X.
Proof. Let x g R, x / 0, be an element such that xH : R and set
HY [ xH; clearly HY is a t-invertible t-ideal of R. If HY ­ M, we are
done. Suppose that HY : M. Since HY is t-invertible, then HY is a
divisorial ¨-finite ideal and HYR is principal, for every maximal t-ideal QQ
Y w x Yof R containing H Ga, Proposition 1.1 . Since H : M and M is a
 . Ydivisorial hence a t- ideal of R, then necessarily H R s yR for someM M
y g HYR . Let K be a finitely generated ideal of R such that K s HY.M ¨
Then K : KR : HYR s yR . By the finiteness of K, we can findM M M
Y  .s g R _ M such that sK : yR. Hence sH s sK s sK : yR and thus¨ ¨
 . Ysry H : R.
X  .  .Let H [ sxry H and z [ yrsx . In order to conclude we must show
X X  .  . Ythat H ­ M. As a matter of fact, H R s sry xHR s sry H R sM M M
 .sry yR s sR s R .M M M
 .  .By Lemma 2.2, we can define a group-homomorphism g : C R ª C D ,
w x  . X w xas follows: for each class H g C R , let H g H be a t-invertible
X X Xw x. w  .. xt-ideal such that H : R and H ­ M, and set g H [ w H .¨
X .In order to verify that g is well defined, we begin by noting that w H
  ..is a nonzero integral ideal of D Proposition 1.6 c . By Corollary 1.11 we
  X.. Y w xknow that w H is a t-invertible ideal of D. Moreover, if H g H ,¨
Y Y w  X .. x w  Y .. xH : R, and H ­ M, we must show that w H s w H . We¨ ¨
have HY s zH X for some nonzero element z of the quotient field of R.
Since R s T s HYT s zH XT s zT s zR , then z is a unit in R ;M M M M M M M
 .  Y .  Y .hence z s arb with a, b g R _ M. Therefore w b w H s w bH s
 X.  X.  .  X. w  Y .. x w  .  Y .. xw bzH s w aH s w a w H , and hence w H s w b w H¨ ¨
w  .  X.. x w  X.. xs w a w H s w H .¨ ¨
 .Finally, since w is a group homomorphism Proposition 1.6 , it is
 .  .straightforward to verify that g : C R ª C D is a group homomorphism.
 .By restricting to Pic R it is easy to verify that g defines a group
X  .  .homomorphism g [ Pic R ª Pic D .
X X X .  .  .  .  .  .Set d [ g , b : C R ª C D [ C T and d [ g , b : Pic R ª
 .  .Pic D [ Pic T .
 U .THEOREM 2.3. Consider a diagram of type I . The following statements
are equi¨ alent:
 .  . U  .  .  .i the map w : U T ª k rU D , u ¬ w u U D is a surjecti¨ eÄ
group homomorphism;
 . U y1 .ii for each x g k , w xD is a fractional principal ideal of R;
 .  .  .  .iii the map d : C R ª C D [ C T is an injecti¨ e group homo-
morphism;
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y1 .  .  . w x w  .xiv the map a : C D ª C R , I ¬ w I is a well defined
group homomorphism.
 .  . U  .  .Proof. i « ii . Let x g k . Then there exist u g U T and ¨ g U D
 . such that w u s x¨ . Since T s uT s uRT, then uR > M Proposition
.  . y1 .1.1 . Moreover, w uR s x¨D s xD, whence w xD s uR.
 .  . Uii « i . Let x g k . By the hypothesis and by Proposition 1.1, it
y1 .  .  .follows that w xD s uR for some u g U T . Therefore, w uR s
 .  .  .  .w u D s xD. Thus w u ¨ s x for some ¨ g U D and hence w u sÄ
 .xU D .
 .  .ii « iii . Let H be a t-invertible t-ideal of R such that H : R and
 . w  .. x w x w x w xH ­ M Lemma 2.2 . Suppose that w H s D and HT s T .¨
Then there exist x g kU and y in the quotient field of T , y / 0, such that
  .. y1w H s xD and HT s yT. Since y H is a t-invertible t-ideal of R and¨
y1 y1  .  y1 .y HT s T , then M ; y H ; T Proposition 1.1 , whence w y H is a
y1 . w  .xt-invertible t-ideal of D Corollary 1.9 . Since g is well defined, w y H
w  . x w x w x  y1 .s w H s xD s D . Hence w y H is a fractional nonzero princi-¨
y1 y1  y1 ..pal ideal of D and y H s w w y H is a fractional principal ideal of
w x w y1 x w xR. Therefore H s y H s R .
U y1 .  . w  .x.iii « ii . Assume that d is injective. For each x g k , d w xD
w x w x. w x w x. y1 .s xD , T s D , T , whence w xD is a fractional principal ideal
of R.
 .  .  .ii « iv . Assuming ii , the conclusion follows easily from Corollary
1.9 and Proposition 1.6.
U .  . w x w x w x.iv « ii . Let x g k , so that xD s D . Hence a xD s
w y1 .x w y1 .x w x y1 .w xD s w D s R ; thus w xD is a principal fractional ideal
of R.
U .  .  .  .When the map w : U T ª k rU D is surjective, a : C D ª C R isÄ
well defined and then, by restriction, we can define a group-homomor-
X  .  .phism a : Pic D ª Pic R . In this situation, by Proposition 2.1, it follows
easily that the sequences of natural group homomorphisms
ba 6 60 ª C D C R C T .  .  .
XX ba 6 60 ª Pic D Pic R Pic T .  .  .
ware exact. It is known that, in general, b is not surjective AR, Example
Xx3.4 . We will show in the following Theorem 2.5 that b is always
surjective, as in the D q M constructions.
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 U .COROLLARY 2.4. Consider a diagram of type I and suppose that the
 . U  .map w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e. Then the following conditions areÄ
equi¨ alent:
 .i b is surjecti¨ e;
ba 6 6 .  .  .  .ii 0 ª C D C R C T ª 0 is exact;
ba 6 6 .  .  .  .iii 0 ª C D C R C T ª 0 splits;
 .  .  .  .iv d : C R ª C D [ C T is an isomorphism.
Proof. The following diagram with exact rows
ba6 6 60 C D C R C T .  .  .
6
5 5
d
6 6 6 6
0 C D C D [ C T C T 0 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .commutes. It is clear that iv « iii « ii « i « ii . By the Five
 .  .Lemma ii « iv .
 U .THEOREM 2.5. Consider a diagram of type I . Then
 .  .  .  .  .  .a C D [ Pic T : Im d ; hence Pic T : Im b .
X X .  .  .  .  .  .b Pic D [ Pic T s Im d , hence b : Pic R ª Pic T is surjec-
ti¨ e;
 .  . U  .c If w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e, thenÄ
Xd : Pic R ª Pic D [ Pic T is an isomorphism, .  .  .
or equi¨ alently
XX ba 6 60 ª Pic D Pic R Pic T ª 0 .  .  .
is a split exact sequence; therefore the following commutati¨ e diagram has
exact rows and columns
0 0 0
6 6 6
XX ba6 6 6 60 Pic D Pic R Pic T 0 .  .  .
6 6 6
ba6 6 60 C D C R C T .  .  .
6 6 6
YY ba6 6 60 G D G R G T .  .  .
6 6 6
0 0 0
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 . w x w x.  .  .Proof. a Let I , L g C D [ Pic T . We may assume that I :
D and, by arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, that L s KT with
 .  .K s x , . . . , x R, x g R, 1 F i F n, and K ­ M. Therefore w K is a1 r i
 .nonzero fractional ideal of D Proposition 1.8 . Let y g K q M be a unit
y1 .of T and set H [ K l yw I . We note that H is divisorial as an¨
 .  .intersection of divisorial ideals. We claim that HT s L and w H s w y I.
y1 . y1 . y1 .It is clear that w I > M, so that yw I T s yT s T and thus yw I
 .  .> M Proposition 1.1 . Since T is flat over R Lemma 0.3 , we have
y1 .HT s K T l yw I T s K T. Moreover, by Proposition 0.6, L s KT :¨ ¨
 .  . y1 .K T : K T s KT s L s L, whence HT s L. Since yw I > M,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .  y1 ..  .  .by Proposition 1.6, w H s w K l w yw I s w K q M l w y I¨ ¨
 .  .  .  .and, since w y g w K q M , then w H s w y I. In order to conclude
the proof, we want to show that H is a t-invertible ideal of R. Since
H : K and HT s KT s L, then¨
T s L T : L s HT T : KT s H R : K T s H R : K T .  .  .  .¨
: H R : H T : T . .
 .  .  .Thus H R : H T s T and hence M ; H R : H Proposition 1.1 .
 .  .  .On the other hand, we know that w H s w y I, hence w H is a
t-invertible t-ideal of D, and so by Propositions 1.6 and 1.8 we have
D s w H D : w H s w H w R : H s w H R : H .  .  .  .  . . .  .  . .  .t T Tt t
: w H R : H s w H R : H : w R s D. .  .  . .  . .  .tt
  .. .   .. y1 .Therefore w H R : H s D and H R : H s w D s R.t t
 .  .b Let I : D and L : T be two invertible ideals. Then by a there
w x. w x w x.exists a t-invertible t-ideal H of R such that d H s I , L . Let
H s F with F a finitely generated fractional ideal of R. Then, for some¨
 . nonzero element x respectively, y in the quotient field of D respec-
.  .tively, R , we have that xI s w H and
yL s HT s F T s F T s FT Proposition 0.6 . .  .  .¨¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .Since w H is invertible, by Propositions 1.6 c and 1.8, we obtain
D s w H D : w H s w H R : H . .  .  . .  .
 .On the other hand, since HT s FT is invertible, it results that¨
T s HT T : HT s HT T : FT s H R : F T s H R : H T . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Thus M ; H R : H Proposition 1.1 and then H R : H s R. Hence,
F s H is invertible.¨
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X .  .c The map d is surjective by part b . Since w is surjective, thenÄ
X .  .  .  .  .d : C R ª C D [ C T is injective Theorem 2.3 and thus d : Pic R
 .  .ª Pic D [ Pic T is also injective.
w x w x.  .  .Remark 2.6. Let I , L g C D [ C T . If L s K T , with K a¨
 .finitely generated ideal of R, as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 a , it is
 .possible to find a divisorial ideal H of R such that w H s dI wth d g D
and HT s L. More precisely, without loss of generality, assuming that
I : D, and K an integral ideal of R, and K ­ M, we have H [ K l¨
y1 . . yw I , where y g K q M is a unit in T. Then H is t-invertible if and
. Xonly if H is ¨-finite. As a matter of fact, let H be a finitely gener-
X   X..  X .ated integral ideal of R such that H s H. Then w H and H T¨ ¨ ¨
are t-invertible because, as before, by Proposition 0.6 and 1.8 we have
 .   X..  X . . Xw y I s w H and L s H T . By Proposition 1.13, H s H is¨ ¨ ¨
t-invertible.
 .Remark 2.7. Given a diagram of type I , Milnor proved that the
following Mayer]Vietoris sequence is exact:
Xa b c dU6 6 6 60 ª U R U D [ U T k Pic R Pic D [ Pic T .  .  .  .  .  .
ª Pic k s 0 2.7.1 .  .
 .   . .  .. y1  .  . w y1 .x wwhere a u [ w u , u , b ¨ , w [ ¨ w w , c x [ w xD Ba,
xTheorem 5.3, p. 481 . By using this fact, we may obtain another proof of
 .  .Theorem 2.5 b , in the more general setting of a diagram of type I .
More precisely, it is easy to prove that the following are equivalent:
 .  .  . Ui b : U D [ U T ª k is surjective;
 .  . U  .ii w : U T ª k rU D is surjective;Ä
X .  .  .  .iii d : Pic R ª Pic D [ Pic T is an isomorphism.
 .  .As a matter of fact, i « ii since w is obtained from b by passing to theÄ
 .  .  .quotient-groups modulo U D , and i m iii by noting that b is surjective
X U .  .  .if and only if d is injective. ii « i . Let x g k and w g U T be such
 .  .  .  .  .that w w U D s xU D . Then w w ¨ s x for some ¨ g U D , and thus
 y1 ..b ¨ , w s x.
We note that Milnor's Theorem was used by Anderson and Ryckaert in
w xproving AR, Proposition 3.1 , which is a particular case of the previous
 .Theorem 2.5 c when k is the quotient field of D. This part of the theorem
w x wrecovers as special cases also CMZ, Corollary 4.16 and BR, Proposition
x6 .
We give next some classes of examples of pullbacks for which the map wÄ
is surjective. First we note that, when w is surjective, T is not simply R-flatÄ
but it is in fact a ring of fractions of R.
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 U .  .PROPOSITION 2.8. Consider a diagram of type I . If w : U T ªÄ
U  . y1  X Xk rU D is surjecti¨ e, then T s S R, where S s R _ D N l R : N g
 .4Max T .
Proof. Let y g T _ R. By the surjectivity of w, we can find a, b g RÄ
 .  .  y1 . y1with b g U T such that w y s w ab . Thus y s ab q m for some
 . y1 y1 y1m g M, whence y s a q mb b g S R. The inclusion S R : T fol-
lows from Lemma 0.2.
 U .PROPOSITION 2.9. Consider a diagram of type I . Then the map
 . U  .w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e in each of the following cases:Ä
1. T is quasi-semilocal;
 .2. k is a retract of T i.e., T s k q M .
<w U T .U U6 .Proof. In Case 2, k ; U T k is the identity map and hence
<  . U <  . Uw : U T ª k is surjective. In Case 1, w : U T ª k is alsoU T . U T .
surjective as a consequence of the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
 .  .Remark 2.10. a If T is a quasi-semilocal domain, then Pic T s 0
 w x.  .  . cf. for instance K, Theorem 60 , then Pic D ( Pic R see also the
.subsequent Corollary 3.4 .
 . wb When k is a retract of T , Theorem 2.5 recovers AR, Theorem
x3.3 .
Our next example demonstrates the existence of other classes of pull-
backs having w surjective, different from the classes considered in theÄ
previous proposition.
 .EXAMPLE 2.11. Let A, m, k [ Arm be a quasilocal domain with
 .  . w xch A s 0 and ch k s p, with p prime. Let T [ A X , where X is an
 .indeterminate over A. For each a g A, the ideal M [ m, X y a is a
maximal ideal of T and TrM is naturally isomorphic to k. In this situation
 .T / k q M for characteristic reasons, and obviously T is not quasi-semi-
<  .  . Ulocal, but w : U T s U A ª k is surjective.U T .
 .For an explicit example one can consider A [ Z Y , the Nagata ring of
 .Z with respect to the indeterminate Y, m [ p Y for some prime p and
  . .M [ p Y , X . In this case k s Arm and TrM are canonically isomor-
 . <  .  .phic to the field of rational functions F Y ; hence w : U T s U AU T .p
  ..  .Us U Z Y ª F Y is surjective.p
w xTaking D to be the polynomial ring F Y , we can consider the integralp
y1 .domain R [ w D , a subring of the non-quasi-semilocal two-dimen-
 .w xsional Noetherian factorial domain T s Z Y X . In the present situation,
 .the commutative diagram of Theorem 2.5 c degenerates to a very simple
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 .  .  .case, since C D s C T s 0, thus C R s 0. We note that R is neither
factorial nor Noetherian, since it is integrally closed but not completely
w  .xintegrally closed F, Corollary 1.5 7 and 8 .
 .  .3. WHEN IS C R ª C T SURJECTIVE?
Given a subdomain A of an integral domain B, if B is a flat A-module
 .  . w x w xthen by Proposition 0.7, the map w : C A ª C B , I ¬ IB , is a group
 .homomorphism see Section 2 for more details .
A relevant case is when B is a ring of fractions of A. In this situation, if
 wA is a Krull domain, by Nagata's theorem, w is a surjective map cf. Fo,
x.Corollary 7.2 . This statement has been recently generalized by several
 w x.authors, relaxing the Krull assumption cf. GR, NeA1, AAZ, and AHZ .
 U .However, even in the case of a pullback diagram of type I in which T
 .is a ring of fractions of R Lemma 0.4, Corollary 0.5, and Proposition 2.8 ,
 .  .the canonical map w s b : C R ª C T is known to be not surjective
w xAR, Example 3.4 . In this section, we will investigate the problem of
surjectivity of b.
 .We recall that a Prufer ¨-multiplication domain for short, PVMD is anÈ
integral domain A such that the set of ¨-finite ideals form a group which
 .. w x necessarily coincides with C A Gr, MZ . A GCD domain respectively, a
.generalized GCD domain is an integral domain in which the intersection of
 .two principal ideals is a principal ideal respectively, an invertible ideal
 w x w x.cf. AA, Theorem 1; B, Chap. 7, Sect. 1, Exercise 21 and also A1, A2, Z .
 .Since a generalized GCD domain for short, a G-GCD domain is charac-
wterized by the property that each ¨-finite ideal is invertible AA, Theorem
x1 , then it is clear that a generalized GCD domain is a PVMD. Conversely,
a PVMD is a generalized GCD domain if and only if it is a locally GCD
w x  w x.domain Z, Corollary 3.4 cf. also AA . In terms of class groups, it is
 .known that a GCD domain respectively, a generalized GCD domain is a
 .   . .  wPVMD A with C A s 0 respectively, G A s 0 cf. J, Theorem 4, p.
x.81; BZ1; AA, Theorem 1; and BZ2, Corollary 1.5 and Corollary 2.3 .
Finally a Bezout domain is an integral domain such that every finitelyÂ
generated ideal is principal and it is characterized by being a PruferÈ
w xdomain with zero class group G .
 .We start with a simple consequence of the fact that Pic T is always
 .  .   ..contained into the image of b : C R ª C T Proposition 2.5 a :
 U .  .PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider a pullback diagram of type I , if G T s 0,
 .  .  .then b : C R ª C T s Pic T is surjecti¨ e. In particular, b is surjecti¨ e if
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 .a T is a Prufer domain;È
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 . b T is a reflexi¨ e domain i.e., e¨ery nonzero ideal of T is di¨ isorial,
w x.cf. M, H, Q1 ;
 .   . wc e¨ery maximal ideal of T is a t-ideal e. g., dim T s 1 J, Chap. I,
x.Sect. 4, Corollaire 3, p. 31 ;
 . d T is a GCD domain for each maximal ideal N of T e. g. T is aN
w x.generalized GCD domain AA, Corollary 1 ;
 .  . e C T s 0 e. g., T has finitely many maximal t-ideals, cf. for
w x.instance BGR, p. 309 .
 .Proof. a Since the invertible ideals of a Prufer domain are theÈ
nonzero finitely generated fractional ideals, then it is trivial that the local
class group of a Prufer domain is zero.È
 .b The local class group of an integral domain A is zero if and only
 .  . w xif I, J g T A implies that IJ g T A BZ1, Theorem 2.1 . If T is reflexive
 .and I, J g T T then IJ is divisorial and hence a t-invertible t-ideal.
 .  .  .c and d . Given an integral domain A, if G A s 0 for eachM
 . w xmaximal ideal M of A, then G A s 0 BZ2, Proposition 2.4 . We recall
 .  .  .that, in both cases c and d , G T s 0 for each maximal ideal N of TN
  . w x.for c see Gr, Theorem 5 .
 .e is trivial.
In the case T s k q M, a result similar to Proposition 3.1 was given in
w xAR, Theorem 3.7 .
In each of the cases considered in Proposition 3.1, we have an interest-
ing ``splitting'' property for the class group of R. More precisely:
U .  .  .PROPOSITION 3.2. In a pullback diagram of type I , Im b s Pic T
 .  .  .if and only if Im d s C D [ Pic T .
U .  .  .  .Moreo¨er, if w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e and Im b s Pic TÄ
then the following exact sequence:
ba 6 60 ª C D C R Pic T ª 0 .  .  .
 .  .splits, and G D is canonically isomorphic to G R .
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.3, and
the commutativity of the following diagram:
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C(R) C(T )
Pic(R)  Pic(T ).
C(D) ⊕ C(T )
C(D) ⊕ Pic(T )
Pic(D) ⊕ Pic(T )
b
d
d'
b'
w xThe previous result generalizes AR, Theorem 3.6 .
 U .COROLLARY 3.3. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . Suppose that
 .  . U  .  .  .G T s 0 and that w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e. Then C R ( C DÄ
 .  .  .[ Pic T and G D ( G R .
 U .COROLLARY 3.4. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . Suppose that
 .  .  .  .  .C T s 0 and that w is surjecti¨ e. Then, Pic D ( Pic R , C D ( C R ,Ä
 .  .and G D ( G R .
 .  .In addition to the case Im b s Pic T examined above, there is
 .  .another relevant case for which b : C R ª C T is surjective. As a
 .  .matter of fact, b is surjective if and only if b : T R ª T T is surjective;
the following result shows that, when R is a PVMD, b is always surjective
 .and gives a description of Ker b .
 U .PROPOSITION 3.5. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . If R is a
 .  .  .   ..PVMD, then b : T R ª T T is surjecti¨ e and Ker b s H R : K : H¨
4and K are finitely generated ideals of R and M ; H : R, M ; K : R .¨ ¨
 .Proof. Let L be a t-invertible t-ideal of T. Then L s KT for some¨
finitely generated fractional ideal K of R. Since R is a PVMD, then K is¨
 .  .  .a t-invertible t-ideal of R and b K s K T s KT Proposition 0.6 ;¨ ¨ ¨
thus b is surjective.
 . Since T is flat over R Lemma 0.3 , then T s R , where F [ F : F isF
4an integral ideal of R such that FT s T is a multiplicative system of
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w x  .finite type of R FP, Remarque 1.2 . Let H g T R . Then H s G for¨
some finitely generated fractional ideal G of R. Suppose that T s HT s
 .  .  .  .G T s GT , then G > M Proposition 1.1 . Since R : G T s T : GT¨ ¨ ¨ R T
  . .  .s T : GT s T , then R : G g F, and hence there exists a finitelyT ¨ R
 . X Xgenerated ideal F g F such that F : R : G . Set F [ GF; then F is aR
 .finitely generated ideal of R and moreover, by Proposition 0.6 c , we have
FXT s FXT s GFT s HFT s FT s T , .  .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨¨
X  .so that F > M Proposition 1.1 . Since R is a PMVD, F is a ¨-invertible¨ ¨
 X ..   ..ideal of R, and so F R : F s GF R : F s G s H.¨ ¨ ¨
Conversely, if H and K are finitely generated ideals of R and M ;
 .  .H : R, M ; K : R, we want to show that H R : K is in Ker b .¨ ¨ ¨
   ...  .Since R : H R : K is ¨-finite because R is a PVMD , then by Proposi-
 .  .tion 0.6 c , Proposition 1.1, and Lemma 1.5 c
H R : K T s H R : K T s HT T : KT .  .  . .  .  . .¨ ¨¨
s H T T : K T s T . . .¨ ¨ ¨
It is useful at this point to introduce a weak version of coherence: we say
that an integral domain A is ¨-coherent if, for each pair of finitely
generated fractional ideals I and J of A, the ideal I l J is ¨-finite.¨ ¨
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A be an integral domain. Then A is ¨-coherent if
 .and only if , for each nonzero finitely generated fractional ideal I of A, A : I
is ¨-finite.
 .Proof. Suppose that A is ¨-coherent. Let I s x , . . . , x A with x a1 n i
 .  .nonzero element in the quotient field of A. Then A : I s A : x A1
 . y1 y1l ??? l A : x A s x A l ??? l x A is ¨-finite. Conversely, let I and Jn 1 n
 .be two nonzero finitely generated fractional ideals of A, and write A : I
X  . X Xs I and A : J s J for some finitely generated fractional ideals I and¨ ¨
X   .  ...   X X ..J of A. Then I l J s A : A : I q A : J s A : I q J s¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
  X X. .   X X .. X XA : I q J s A : I q J is ¨-finite, since I q J is finitely gener-¨
ated.
By Proposition 3.6 the ¨-coherent integral domains coincide with the
U w xintegral domains with the property P introduced in NeA2 . Therefore
w x w xMori domains Q2, p. 195 , quasi-coherent domains BAD , and PVMDs
are all examples of ¨-coherent domains; it is known that the class of all
¨-coherent integral domains properly contains the union of these classes
w xNeA2, Example 2.8 .
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We summarize in a diagram the principal implications among the classes
of domains that we are considering:
Bézout
PrüferCGD
G-GCD
Noetherian
coherent
quasi-coherentPVMD
Krull
Mori
¨-coherent
 U .PROPOSITION 3.7. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . If R is
 .  .  .¨-coherent, then d : C R ª C D [ C T is surjecti¨ e; in particular, the
 .  .map b : C R ª C T is also surjecti¨ e.
w x w x.  .  .Proof. Let I , L g C D [ C T . By using the notation and the
  . .conclusion of Remark 2.6 since R is ¨-coherent, L s KT s K T , it is¨ ¨
y1 . y1 .sufficient to show that H [ K l yw I is ¨-finite. Since w I is¨
¨-finite, because t-invertible, and K is trivially ¨-finite, then by the¨
property of ¨-coherence we can conclude that H is ¨-finite.
 U .COROLLARY 3.8. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . Suppose that
 . U  .w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e and that R is ¨-coherent, then the diagramÄ
0 0 0
6 6 6
XX ba6 6 6 60 Pic D Pic R Pic T 0 .  .  .
6 6 6
ba6 6 6 60 C D C R C T 0 .  .  .
6 6 6
YY ba6 6 6 60 G D G R G T 0 .  .  .
6 6 6
0 0 0
has exact columns and splitting exact rows.
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Proof. This is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.3, Corollary 2.4,
Proposition 3.7, and Proposition 2.5.
wWe note that Corollary 3.8 generalizes AR, Proposition 3.9; BR, Propo-
xsition 6 .
È4. PULLBACK AND PRUFER ¨-MULTIPLICATION
DOMAINS
 .In this section we study the transfer in pullback diagrams of type I of
the PVMD property and of related properties involving the annihilation of
 .the local class group. In the present context, this study is motivated by
Propositions 3.5 and 3.7, in which we proved that if R is a ¨-coherent
 .  .  .domain in particular, a PVMD then b : C R ª C T is surjective.
w xWe recall that in NeA2, Corollaire 2.11 it was proved that, in a
 U .pullback of type I , if one supposes that T is quasi-semilocal and T isM
a valuation domain, then R is ¨-coherent if and only if T and D are
¨-coherent. Using the techniques from Section 1, it is not difficult to
extend this theorem to the non-quasi-semilocal case. However, examples
show that, when R is ¨-coherent, k does not need to be the quotient field
of D and T does not need to be a valuation domain. The transfer of theM
¨-coherence property will be studied in a forthcoming paper.
The results of this section generalize several properties proved for
D q M constructions.
 .It is well known that, in a pullback diagram of type I , R is a PruferÈ
domain if and only if T and D are Prufer domains and k is the field ofÈ
 w x.quotients of D cf. for instance F, Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.4 . The
w xfollowing result generalizes AR, Theorem 4.1 , where R is a domain of
D q M type.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . Then R is a
PVMD if and only if k is the quotient field of D, D and T are PVMDs, and TM
is a ¨aluation domain.
Proof. Assume that R is a PVMD. Let x g k, x / 0, thus x s y q M
  y1 ..for some y g T _ M. Set H [ yR l R s R : R q y R . Since R is a
PVMD, H is a t-invertible integral divisorial ideal of R, whence H ­ M
otherwise H s H l M s yR l M s yM and M is not a t-invertible t-ideal
.  .  .of R . In particular, 0 / w H : xD l D, and we can find two elements
 . X  X . Xd g w H and d g D with d / 0 and d / 0 such that d s xd . Thus x
belongs to the quotient field of D. Since k is the quotient field of D, then
 .we know that R s T ; since M s R : T is a divisorial ideal of aM M
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w xPVMD, then necessarily R s T is a valuation domain Gr, Theorem 5 .M M
 .In order to show that D respectively, T is a PVMD, we prove that, for
each nonzero finitely generated fractional ideal I of D respectively, L of
.  . y1 .  y1 ..T , the ideal I respectively, L is t-invertible. Since w I s w I¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .is ¨-finite Corollary 1.7 and Proposition 1.8 and R is a PVMD, then
y1 .w I is a t-invertible t-ideal of R, whence I is a t-invertible t-ideal of¨ ¨
 . D Corollary 1.9 respectively, since L s KT for some nonzero finitely
generated fractional ideal K of R and R is a PVMD, then K is a¨
 .   ..t-invertible t-ideal of R and L s KT s K T Proposition 0.6 c ; hence,¨ ¨ ¨
 . .by Proposition 0.7 b , L is a t-invertible t-ideal of T .¨
Conversely, in order to show that R is a PVMD we consider a nonzero
finitely generated fractional ideal K of R and we must prove that K is a¨
t-invertible t-ideal of R. Since R s T is a valuation domain, thenM M
K R : K R s KR R : KR s R . .  .M M M M M
 .  .Hence K R : K ­ M, and we can find x g R : K such that xK ­ M.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that K is a nonzero finitely
generated integral ideal of R and K ­ M, because K is t-invertible if and¨
only if yK is t-invertible for every nonzero element y in the quotient field¨
 .of R. In the present situation, w K is a nonzero finitely generated
  .. integral ideal of D, hence w K is t-invertible in D since D is a¨
.  . PVMD . On the other hand, KT is also t-invertible in T since T is a¨
.  .PVMD ; therefore, by Proposition 1.13 c K is a t-invertible t-ideal of R.¨
We can apply immediately the previous theorem to the study of the
transfer of Bezout, GCD, and G-GCD properties in a pullback diagram ofÂ
 .type I .
 .THEOREM 4.2. Consider a pullback diagram of type I . Then
 .a R is a G-GCD domain if and only if k is the quotient field of D, D
and T are G-GCD domains, and T is a ¨aluation domain;M
 .b R is a GCD domain if and only if k is the quotient field of D, D and
 . U  .T are GCD domains, T is a ¨aluation domain, and w : U T ª k rU DÄM
is surjecti¨ e;
 .c R is a Bezout domain if and only if k is the quotient field of D, DÂ
 . U  .and T are Bezout domains, and w : U T ª k rU D is surjecti¨ e.Â Ä
Proof. Suppose that R is a G-GCD domain respectively, a GCD
. domain, a Bezout domain . Then, in particular, R is a PVMD, and byÂ
.Theorem 4.1 k is the quotient field of D, T is a valuation domain, andM
D and T are PVMDs. Since a PVMD is a ¨-coherent domain, then the
 .  .  . group homomorphism d : C R ª C D [ C T is surjective Proposition
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.3.7 ; therefore, by passing to the quotient-groups, we see that the canoni-
 .  .  .cal map G R ª G D [ G T is also surjective. The previous remark
 .   . .  .  .implies that if G R s 0 respectively, C R s 0 then G D s 0 s G T
  .  ..respectively, C D s 0 s C T ; this fact leads easily to the conclusion
that if R is a G-GCD domain respectively, a GCD-domain, a BezoutÂ
.domain , then D and T are the same. Finally, if R is a GCD-domain then
 .  .  .d : C R ª C D [ C T is trivially an isomorphism; hence, by Theorem
2.3, w is surjective.Ä
Conversely, by Theorem 4.1, in each case R is a PVMD and it is a
.Prufer domain when D and T are Bezout domains . By Proposition 2.1, ifÈ Â
 .  .  .G D s 0 s G T , then G R s 0. Hence if D and T are G-GCD do-
mains, then R is also a G-GCD domain. If w is surjective, then byÄ
 .  .  .  .Theorem 2.3 d : C R ª C D [ C T is injective. Therefore if C D s
 .  . 0 s C T , then C R s 0; hence if D and T are GCD domains respec-
.tively, Bezout domains , then R is the same.Â
wWe note that the previous theorem generalizes BR, Theorem 7 and
x w x w xTheorem 11 or AR, Corollary 4.2 and AA, Theorem 4 ; very particular
w xcases are when T is a valuation domain Ma, Theorem 4.2.16 or T is a
wpolynomial ring with coefficients in k CMZ, Theorem 4.13 and Theorem
x4.43 .
w xAnderson and Ryckaert in AR ask the following questions:
Let T s k q M and R s D q M be integral domains with D a proper subring of k
  .  ..  .with quotient field k. Does Im b : C R ª C T s Pic T ? In particular, if T is
 .  .a PVMD, does C T s Pic T ? Equi¨ alently, is T a G-GCD domain?
As an application of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we give next a negative
answer to these questions:
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let T be a quasi-semi-local Bezout domain with at leastÂ1
two maximal ideals M and N , such that k [ T rM is a retract of T .1 1 1 1 1
Set k [ T rN , w : T ª T rN and let D be a quasi-semi-local nonlo-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
cally factorial Krull k-algebra with quotient field k . We note that1
 . U  . w : U T ª k rU D is surjective, since T is quasi-semi-local Proposi-Ä1 1 1 1 1
.tion 2.9 .
y1 .Set T [ w D . Then, by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, T is a PVMD1 1
 wnon-G-GCD domain, since D is a PVMD non-G-GCD domain cf. Z,1
x.Corollary 3.4; Bo1, Section 2; and A1, Theorem 1 .
 .  .  .  .More precisely, since C T s Pic T s 0, then Pic T s Pic D s 0.1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .Whence C T ( C D ( G T ( G D , with G D / 0. Set M [ M1 1 1 1
l T and w : T ª TrM. Since k is the quotient field of D , then T s1 1 M
 .T is a valuation domain and TrM s T rM s k. Moreover, since D1 M 1 1 11
and T are k-algebras, T is also a k-algebra, whence T s k q M after1
.identifying k with its canonical image in T .
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We note also that T is quasi-semi-local, because T and D are1 1
 w x.quasi-semi-local cf. for instance F, Theorem 1.4 . Let D be any PVMD
proper subring of k, with quotient field k; set R [ D q M. In the present
 .situation, R is a PVMD Theorem 4.1 , and T is a ring of fractions of R
 .  . U  . Proposition 2.8 since w : U T ª k rU D is obviously surjective Pro-Ä
.position 2.9 .
 .Therefore, by Theorem 2.5 c , the diagram
0 0
6 6
XX ba6 6 60 Pic D Pic R 0 .  .
6 6 6
ba6 6 6 60 C D C R C T ( C D 0 .  .  .  .1
6 6 6
YY ba6 6 6 60 G D G R G T ( G D 0 .  .  .  .1
6 6 6
0 0 0
 .has exact columns and splitting exact rows. In conclusion, since G T (
 .  .  .G D / 0, the domain R is a PVMD such that b : C R ª C T is1
 .  .surjective, but Pic T / C T .
For an explicit example, we fix an algebraically closed field k and we
w x  2 .consider the domain A [ k X, Y, Z r XY y Z . Let x, y, and z denote
the canonical images of the indeterminates X, Y, and Z in A, set
 .m [ x, y, z A and D [ A . It is known that D is a two-dimensional1 m 1
 wNoetherian integrally closed local domain which is not factorial cf. ZS,
x w x.Vol. I, p. 154 and Hu, Example 7 . Let k be the quotient field of D .1 1
w x XSince tr.deg. k s 2 ZS, Vol. II, p. 22 , then we can find t, t g kk 1 1
 .algebraically independent over k such that k is a finite algebraic1
 X. Y  Y .extension of k t, t . Let t be a indeterminate over k , set E [ k t and1 1
 X Y .F [ k t, t , t . We can consider the following valuation domains:
w Y x Y w X x X Y X w Y x Y X Y w xV [ k t and W [ k t q t k t t q tk t , t t . .  . .  .  .  .t t t tE 1 F
 . It is easy to see that V respectively, W is a one-dimensional respec-E F
. tively, three-dimensional valuation domain with quotient field E respec-
. Y  X w X x Xtively, F , with maximal ideal n [ t V respectively, m [ t k t qE E F  t .
Y  X.w Y x  X Y .w x . Yt k t t q tk t , t t and with residue field V rn s k respec- t .  t . E E 1
.  .tively, W rm s k . Let W , m be a valuation domain with quotientF F E E
field E such that W l F s W . Set V [ V l F, so that V sE F F E F
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 X.w Y x Yk t, t t . It is clear that W ­ V and V ­ W , whence W ­ V and t . F F F F E E
V ­ W . Moreover, since E is a finite extension of F and k s W rm isE E F F
wan algebraically closed field, then necessarily W rm s k B, Chap. 6,E E
xSect. 8, Lemma 2 . Set T [ V l W , M [ m l T , N [ n l T ,1 E E 1 E 1 1 E 1
and w : T ª T rN . Then it is easy to see that T is a quasi-semi-local1 1 1 1 1
Bezout domain with quotient field E, with maximal ideals M and N , andÂ 1 1
 .  . wT s V , T s W B, Chap. 6, Sect. 7, Propositions 1 and 2; K,1 N E 1 M E1 1xTheorem 107 .
y1 .Set T [ w D and M [ M l T. We note that T contains the field1 1 1
 .k, since T and D contain k, and that T s T . Thus TrM s T rM1 1 M 1 M 1 11
s W rm s k and we have T s k q M. Furthermore, T is a PVMD butE E
 .not a G-GCD domain Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 . For each proper subring D
of k, with quotient field k, we can consider R [ D q M. If we take D to
be a PVMD, then R is a PVMD, not a G-GCD domain, with the property
 .  .  .  . C R ª C T is surjective, but Pic T / C T . We observe that it is
possible to find explicitly a proper subring D of k which is a PVMD: for
instance, if k s Q is the algebraic closure of Q, we can take D equal to
.the integral closure in Q of a discrete valuation domain of Q.
Remark 4.4. After this paper was accepted for publication, we were
informed, at the Fes Conference in June 1995, that D. Nour El AbidineÁ
and M. Khalis have recently and independently obtained some of the
results presented here, under the assumption that the integral domain T is
local.
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